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After Rick delivers Carl to Hilltop to start their new lives apart, a threat emerges from within the

walker hordes that no one could expect. A threat that will leave readers speechless. Collects The

Walking Dead #133-144.
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The only thing I didn't like about this book was that it had to end! And boy, what an ending...I only

buy this book in the hardcover formats so I generally have to wait a year or so between volumes

and I can not wait for the next one! So good.

This is one of the best comic series written. If you like the show, and have yet to read the comics,

what are you waiting for?? This book is about 2 seasons ahead of the show, but already has me

wanting the show to catch up. If you think the show isn't dark enough, these books are for you!

Having owned and read of all the volumes so far, Robert Kirkman has done an incredible job on

character development and on pushing boundaries of where the story could go. After re-reading the

first issue recently and now going through this volume, one can't help but be impressed of how far

things have gone as to the plot but it's still quite accessible unlike most comic book stories. Although

there seems to be an escalation and a repetition of the villains from the Governor, Negan and the

Saviors, the Whisperers, they all have an angle that keeps them unique and fresh so that the



formula doesn't go stale. I'm still wondering if Robert will introduce Jeremiah, the preacher from the

novels and the games into the main story.

This is a great book. If you are interested in this, chances are you own the other 11 volumes. The

hardcovers are great as they stand multiple readings without damaging the spine. Mine came in

perfect mint condition and factory shrink-wrapped. Each one collects 12 comics and is an awesome

read to go along with the show

TWD is the s**t. buy these books and read them. this is the best post apocalyptic ongoing story i

have ever encountered. Robert Kirkman and team have a winner with this one. Invincible, Battle

Pope & Outcast are 3 other Kirkman titles everyone should check out.cheers,justin

I'm going to give this 5 stars even though I was in the bathroom hurling chunks after finishing it. But,

I think I'd picked up a flu bug... so I'll not entirely blame Kirkman. I found this particular book to have

more complexity than prior books (though I love them all) as the issues are more than struggling

with the day-to-day activities of mutilating zombie heads. In the back of our head we contemplate

the evil people can do, and Kirkman finds these characters and brings them to life. Thankfully these

people are stuck between pages and not walking the earth. My only regret is that the TV series has,

over time, so far departed from the books the only commonality left is that there are zombies. I love

both, but would have liked to see a similar progression.

If you haven't already read 1 - 11, then why are looking at this. These books are awesome. There is

no end to Kirkman's nightmarish imagination. No one is safe. Life must on.

I look forward to the yearly installment of The Walking Dead. The story is as strong as ever and the

artwork is decent as well.
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